The 9th Day & Living through 13 with NEW EARTH – 20 July 2015
It can be said that the closer we look into something the more we are brought to see the mystery of it.
By living through 13 we connect ourselves to our Heart where the 9th Wave Universal Frequency emanates from.
If you look at a continuing resonance of the 8th Level we are building up to the end of the 9th Day of these 360 Days from 13
October 2014 to 7 October 2015. Our consciousness is being born and remembering the original intention of what we
subconsciously agreed upon. It can be understood that Earth has completed her Gestation cycle and is now giving birth to a
Divine consciousness that understands how to live in truth unto itself. Mother Earth is birthing her children who are learning to
be true unto themselves and by this will create the stage for Heaven on Earth to be acted out. For a reason that gives rise to our
purpose we are created so that the Divine Light of the Universe can transmute and transcend through our physical Light Being.
Hence the centre of the Universe exists "within" everything. If we are to be part of the Universes Divine Plan we have no option
but to let go and allow the Divine's purpose to flow through us. The Divine's purpose lives so as to dream the future into being.
We are the spinning and spiralling continuing resonances of "Time" flowing through 13, this means that all the energies of the
Universe have reached a point where they can live in total truth unto themselves. The "Fruition" of the Mayan calendar is the
Divine map of "Time" that gives us an overview of how the Great Mystery's Divine Plan is seeing to it that our consciousness is
being birthed to be-come fully aware of itself, and what it is doing to itself. To understand this one needs to study the cycles of
time and feel their truth from "Within". But firstly one needs to let go of all previous conditioning that we dogmatically lived by
regarding "Time". "Time" to the Maya is not understood as we think it to be, like a mechanical clock of measuring, or the out of
sync Gregorian calendar that pins you down to physical expectations outside of who you are "within". "Time" to the Maya is the
Center of their civilisation that everything evolves around, it is the Center of their Universe, hence each day and all the Divine
Cycle are sacredly understood as continuing shifts of spiritual archetypal energy fields that can be felt from one day or cycle to
the next as having a meaningful alignment that gives rise to purpose. "Our calendar centre's us around a distorted system of
control." The Gregorian calendar only looks at the movement of Earth going around the Sun, hence the consciousness of the
Gregorian calendar that almost everything on Earth is synchronized to is cut off from the Universal Frequency that is pulsed by
the Universal Heart Beat.
Each day we evolve by alchemical transmutation, by this "letting go" we transcend the past so as to birth the future. We are thus
continually growing in awareness on an individual and collective level. I may not have been able to fully understand what I am
sharing now in this article 5 years ago. In ever moment we are birthing by 13, whereas before the completion to the top of the
Mayan calendar pyramid of "Time" we lived by a flawed existence that was not transcending 13. It could have been seen that we
were as a collective consciousness birthing prematurely. Because of the lag in time and our holding onto the lower levels we as a
collective consciousness are still birthing prematurely. In Time to come the 9th Waves ebbing and flowing will see to it that we
will birth maturely, and for the Greater Good, we will flow through 13 on all levels with the hearts highest frequency of the 9th
Wave.
The flowing through 13 on all 9 levels initiated an 18 day Universal Frequency that is now bringing all into right relation, this is a
Divine Force-Field that we are being transmuted by and are transmuting by. Being in tune with this means you are living from a
balanced Heart that the mind understands how to selflessly let go to and this is key. This Divine Force-Field of the Universal
Frequency is energy that moves in a wave like motion, metaphorically speaking, like the Sun setting to the Sun rising and then
setting again, from 18 days of a Dark nighttime dream phase, to 18 days of creating or living the dream by a Light daytime phase,
by this we receive the Universes Divine information that tunes our consciousness into flowing with the fully complete 9th Wave
Universal Frequency that all life is now evolving by according to the understanding of the Mayan calendar and how we as a
consciousness might intuitively be invoked, regarding "Time". This 9th Wave Force-Field is feeling to be of the Divine Light of
the Source Creator of the Universe that only ever has our best interest at Heart to continue, if we choose it. It is seeing to it that
we are given what we need to to further evolve, it can not tell us how, it can only be an example and allow us to learn how to
adapt and tune into the further evolution of the Universe. Because it knows that we will prosper when we see it for ourselves, the
Divine that is of the Light "Within" our Heart trusts to let go to outcome.
The 18 day Universal Frequency was activated by a DIVINE LIGHT "within" our ancient/future timeless Heart, this activation
sparked the dormant parts of ourselves to be reignited. These dormant parts are allowing for us to understand the original
intention that will birth heaven on Earth, all that is needed is to be the change that our Hearts frequency of love is shifting us by.
The Heart is guiding us by what the Universe is planning for. The Heart holds the Light that houses your Divine Guides. Our
mind may take us off course from what our Divine Guides are showing us where and how we need to heal our spirit. We are
living as a culmination of the ancestors and are firstly here to be of service to heal our past traumas of all our ancestors and to
correct the wrongs we have inflicted, we are feeling all this more than ever because by flowing through 13 on all the 9 levels it is
the prime cause of the chaos in this world, it is a paradox our mind is fighting to accept, we are fighting to accept that nothing is
separate, we are all One in Diversity. The only way forward is to deal with what we have not dealt with, we CAN NOT push our
discords under the carpet. By doing this we are trying to live with ignorance which is no longer supported. We are living totally
in tune with spirit, spirit wants to flow through us but we continually deny ourselves the freedoms that spirit has to offer. We are
our own worst enemy, this is not to say that all are denying spirit healing us, it is to say that many are waking up by

understanding that when we let go to the physical illusion we have trapped ourselves in, we bring a balance that lives with an
equality with all that we are. The equality is fully embraced when we accept that we are gifted the honour to be here on Earth
Mother as her children and we are Father Suns children and are all related as family of the Universe and we are all one in the
complexity and diversity of the Divine processes of the Universe. We are much more than physical Human Beings we are
Spiritual Beings of multidimensional Light Frequency, we are temporary incarnates in this "House" called our sacred temple, our
"Light Body". All the challenges are the gift we will transcend by.
TO RECLAIM YOUR TRUTH is to understand that everything that you see happening outside of who you are is not separate
from you, it is a reflection of your Light from "Within" you, hence I always ask myself if I can make amends on the reflection of
what lies behind any given situation so that with love I can transmute this and transcend my limitations by freeing my spirit to be
happy and at peace and soar gracefully in the winds of change, like an Eagle. With this intention from the Heart I ask for
forgiveness, I am sorry, I love you, I thank you. This consciousness is Ho'oponopono ancient Hawaiian spiritual understanding. I
intend this to myself "within" as my “within” is a reflection of all I see in my life, I attract everything the way it unfolds for me.
By taking complete responsibility for the reflection of all that I have attracted, it means that I may have to humbly confront and
make allies by dealing with any unresolved trauma that my mind may think it can avoid but my Heart knows it cannot. The Heart
holds the key that opens the door to your Light “Within" that knows how to passionately transmute any discords that you may
have unconsciously attached to. By this we call back our Soul to reclaim "Itself", which is true and one with all in its reflection.
I think the build up to the completion of this 360 days on 7th Oct 2015, that we are living in now, being the 9th Day of the 8th
level is bringing a lot of turbulence to the surface but will ultimately bring stability. I say this because it's the 4th 360 days after
the so called birth of a "New Earth" since the completion of the 9 level Mayan calendar on 28th Oct 2011. In a sense we are
feeling the activation's of the 3rd 360 days of 2014. And only once the 4th 360 days is complete will we feel it's stability, because
we will have gone through 4 by 360 days cycles since the 28 Oct 2011 representing the 4 directions, so it will be a
multidimensional Universal alignment that can transcend through by the stability that the number 4 brings. Their is a biblical
prophecy that talks about the 4th consecutive lunar eclipse, of which 28th Sept 2015 is the last of 4, the build up to it in Jewish
and Israels history being a time of tragedy but followed by triumph in previous times over the past 500 years. This is the link to
the specifics on wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blood_Moon_Prophecy Because we are flowing through 13 on all levels
this could be the triumph that brings the seed of peace in the middle eastern region, and the world as a whole.
The completion of this 360 days in early Oct is in line with the end of September eclipse and full moon amplified energy. From
early October a great shift is due, one can not say what will happen, yet the evidence says that we will resist "change" which
might invoke more pain and chaos. The only way is to stand in your truth and let go. Allow yourself to flow through 13 with the
trust of a pure of Heart intention.
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